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Abstract 
Currently, user interface development involves procedural technologies, being both time-consuming and error-prone. This paper 
proposes a logical data model as a theoretical foundation for declarative technologies capable to reduce the development time, to 
eliminate human errors, and to raise the level of abstraction at which the information system is designed. The paper provides 
formal definitions for the model’s data structures and for its specific operators, and concludes with some important applications. 
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1. Introduction 
Currently, the user interface in database-driven information systems is usually developed with general purpose 
object-oriented languages (eg, C #, Java, Delphi, etc.). Hence, there are a number of disadvantages, related to:  
x The required of development effort (in terms ‘man hour’);  
x The learning curve of these technologies;  
x The lack of physical data independence, caused by the need to 'break' the encapsulation [1] and to implement at 
the physical level the business rules related to the presentation ("presentation rules" [2]) specific to each user 
view;  
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x The high cost of the logical data independence, due to the impedance mismatch, defined by the incompatibility 
between the relational data structures of the community view (the database) and the object collections which 
compose the user views (the presentation data).  
There are also many technologies proposing a declarative approach to develop user interfaces, in order to 
eliminate the above mentioned drawbacks. These are called wizards, development frameworks, fourth generation 
programming languages (4GL) or domain specific languages (DSL) for automatic development of the user interface. 
Not being based on a logical data model, they cannot meet their target satisfactorily due to at least one of the 
following two reasons:  
x They consider that the logical schema of a user view [3] is just a subset of the community view’s logical schema 
[4] [5] [6]. Starting from this premise, they provide the means to generate the presentation data objects from the 
database level integrity constraints (e.g., primary keys, foreign keys, “master-detail” relationships, etc.). But, for 
any information system in which the community view integrates different user views, the transformations 
between the generalized community view schema and all the particular user views are complex enough to make 
the above facilities simply useless.  
x They try to use at the logical level of the user views data models which are appropriate for the conceptual level 
(like the entity-relationship model), but do not have the formal definition required to specify, through integrity 
constraints, all the presentation rules of the user views. 
In our approach, it is considered necessary to have a data model for specifying the logical schema of the user 
views, whose definition should be as close as possible to that to the relational model, for the following reasons:  
x To keep the advantages arising from conceptual elegance and mathematical formalization of the relational model 
(simplicity of the data structures, physical data independence, ensured by default due to the mathematical 
formalization of the model) [7] [8];  
x To increase the compatibility between the data structures of the community view and those contained by user 
views [4] [9]. 
In order to (formally) define such a data model, it is necessary to start from a definition of the relational model. 
The mathematical formalism used in this paper is based on the set theory and on mathematical logic. Those who first 
developed this formalism are Bert de Brock and Frans Remmen [10] [11], whose work has been continued by Lex de 
Haan and Toon Koppelaars [12].  
As defined by Codd [13], a logical data model is composed by data structures, operators, and integrity constraints. 
In this paper, we define the data structures and the operators of a new data model, conceived for presentation 
purposes. In addition, the model will need all the relational operators contained by the relational algebra. Integrity 
constraints are not treated, since they are not in the scope of this paper. 
Section 2 introduces the data structures of our presentation model, while Section 3 provides a formal specification 
for the logical operators of our data model. Section 4 concludes with our model’s main features, and indicates 
possible applications. 
2. Data structures 
The proposed presentation model takes from the relational model the idea of using a single (essential) data 
constructor. The difference is that the table (the relation) has associated in our model two features that, in our 
approach, are also essential at the presentation level: an order and a current position. The collection of tuples 
obtained will lose their property to be a set (in the mathematical sense), due to the very existence of ordering and the 
'privileged' element. So, the data constructor of the presentation model will be an “array of tuples” [14]. 
We formally define an array as being an ordered pair whose first element is a natural number (positive integer) 
representing the current element, and whose second element is a table with a mandatory attribute named ‘seq_no ', 
representing ordering sequence of the array’s tuples. 
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If T is a table on the set H, then:       
”AR is an ARRAY”  AR = (current;T)   
‘seq_no’H  (tT: t(seq_no)Գ\{0}  t(seq_no) d T)   
( ଵ,ଶT: ଵzଶ  ଵ(seq_no) zଶ(seq_no) )  
( Tz  current{t(seq_no) | tT} )   
( T= current=0 ). 
Using the array for data representation of user views provides the user, from a conceptual point of view, with the 
possibility to browse a table tuple-by-tuple (in an known order) and to appoint a current element on which the user 
shall focus at a given time.  
The tuple ordering and the current element are important semantic constructs for user view representation. Since 
data ordering is obviously a necessity at the presentation level, the existence of a current element has a double 
motivation:  
1. data visualization;  
2. tuple-at-a-time CRUD (create, retrieve, update, delete) operations.  
In the first case, let us consider the following example, inspired from reference [2], the chapter on presentation 
rules: suppose that we want to view a customer list, to choose a particular customer, to visualize all the orders placed 
by that customer, to choose a certain order, and to visualize all the details (records with the product name, quantity 
and unit price) for the respective order. The above requirements involve the presence of a current element both in 
the customer list and in the order list. Moreover, the system should “refresh” the child collection whenever the 
parent collection changes its current element. 
In the second case, the need for tuple-at-a-time CRUD operations entails a need to designate the item of interest 
to the final user. If in the case of the relational model such operations contradicts the fundamental idea of the model, 
which considers that the data can be manipulated only as relations / tables / sets of tuples (the operands and the 
result of the relational operations should be relations, according to property "closure" of the relational model), tuple-
at-a-time CRUD operations are often required at the presentation level of the system. 
3. Operators 
Since the only data structure of the user view is the array, we will need some array operators. In order to take 
advantage of the power of the relational algebra, and also to eliminate the impedance mismatch with the relational 
data structures, it is necessary to define operators which perform a transformation from relations to arrays and vice-
versa. Consequently, the presentation model needs two categories of operators: array operators and relational 
operators. The array operators are defined as follows. 
3.1. Cardinality (௔) 
ୟ(AR) := Sଶ(AR). 
3.2. The Extract Attribute Value operator (get_att_val) 
get_att_val(AR, AT, VAL) := { t(AT) | tSଶ(AR)  t(seq_no)=Sଵ(AR) }, 
                                                                                                                 if Sଶ(AR) z ; 
            := VAL, otherwise. 
 
This operator returns the value of a specified attribute of the current tuple of a specified array. If the array is 
‘empty’, it will return a default value.  
3.3. The Extract Current Tuple operator (get_tuple) 
get_tuple(AR) := { tpH\{seq_no} | tSଶ(AR)  t(seq_no)=Sଵ(AR) },  
                                                                                                           if Sଶ(AR) z ; 
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                        := , otherwise; 
where H is the header of AR (i.e., the heather of the table Sଶ(AR)). 
3.4. The Get Cursor operator (get_current) 
get_current(AR) := Sଵ(AR). 
3.5. The Set Cursor operator (set_current) 
set_current(AR, x) := (x; Sଶ(AR)), if 1dxdୟ(AR); 
          := AR, otherwise. 
3.6. The Array to Table conversion operator (A2T) 
A2T(AR) := Sଶ(AR) H\{seq_no}, where  
                         H is the header of AR (i.e., the header of the table Sଶ(AR)). 
3.7. The Table to Array conversion operator (T2A) 
T2A attempts to replace the second coordinate of an initial array, ଴, with a table obtained by adding a new 
attribute, named seq_no, to the table T; the operator also needs some parameters, namely ଵ, ଵ, ଶ, ଶ, …, ୬, ୬, 
which indicate the ordering sequence, and one parameter which indicates the option for cursor positioning. 
 
T2A(T, ଴, cursor_option, ଵ, ଵ, ଶ, ଶ, …, ୬, ୬) := { (0;) }, if T=; 
                                                                                          := { AR |  
/* the second coordinate of AR is a table obtained by adding the attribute seq_no to the heading of T; the 
values of seq_no for each tuple will be distinct integers from 1 to (T), in order to satisfy the general 
definition of an array*/ 
Sଶ(AR)={ t{ (seq_no;i) } | tT  i1  1didT  ( ׍ǯT: tǯzt  tǯ(seq_no)=i ) } 
 
/* the sequence order represented by seq_no have to reflect the orderingriteria attribute/direction (where 
direction { ’ASC’, ’DESC’ }) specified through the parameters ܽ௜ and ݀௜, respectively*/ 
( ଵ,ଶSଶ(AR):  
 ( ଵzଶ  (   ( ( ଵ=’ASC’  ଵ(ଵ) < ଶ(ଵ) )  
             ( ଵ=’DESC’  ଵ(ଵ) > ଶ(ଵ) ) )  
          
            ( ଵ(ଵ) = ଶ(ଵ)   
    ( ( ଶ=’ASC’  ଵ(ଶ) < ଶ(ଶ) )  
                    ( ଶ=’DESC’  ଵ(ଶ) > ଶ(ଶ) ) ) 
                 
             ( ଵ(ଵ) = ଶ(ଵ)  ଵ(ଶ) = ଶ(ଶ)  
    ( ( ଷ=’ASC’  ଵ(ଷ) < ଶ(ଷ) )  
                    ( ଷ=’DESC’  ଵ(ଷ) > ଶ(ଷ) ) ) 
          
        … 
          
                    ( ଵ(ଵ) = ଶ(ଵ)  ଵ(ଶ) = ଶ(ଶ)  …  ଵ(୬ିଵ) = ଶ(୬ିଵ) 
    ( ( ୬=’ASC’  ଵ(୬) < ଶ(୬) )  
                    ( ୬=’DESC’  ଵ(୬) > ଶ(୬) ) ) 
 )  
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       ଵ(seq_no) <ଶ(seq_no)  
) 
 
/* if the second coordinate of the initial ଴ remained unchanged, the cursor value needs to remain 
unchanged, too, regardless the value of the parameter cursor_option*/ 
( Sଶ(AR)=Sଶ(଴)  Sଵ(AR)=Sଵ(଴) ) 
 
/* if the second coordinate of AR is different from the second coordinate of the initial array ଴, and the value 
of the parameter cursor_option is ’LAST’, the cursor of AR will be set to indicate the last tuple*/ 
(Sଶ(AR)zSଶ(଴)  cursor_option=’LAST’  Sଵ(AR)=T )  
 
/* the second coordinate of AR different from the second coordinate of the initial array ଴, the value of the 
parameter cursor_option is ’’SAME_TUPLE’, and there exist a tuple in AR, identical with the current tuple of 
଴, the cursor of AR will be set to indicate that tuple*/ 
(Sଶ(AR)zSଶ(଴)  cursor_option=’SAME_TUPLE’  
                                                                         ( T: t=get_tuple(଴) ) 
                                                   Sଵ(AR)= { t(seq_no) | tT  t=get_tuple(଴) } ) 
 
/* in any other case, the lower bound is one */ 
( Sଶ(AR)zSଶ(଴)  ( cursor_option=’TOP’  ( cursor_option=’SAME_TUPLE’  
                                                                        ( T: tzget_tuple(଴) ) ) ) 
                                                 Sଵ(AR)=1 ) 
}, if Tz; 
 
where: 
 cursor_option{ ’TOP’, ’LAST’, ’SAME_TUPLE’ }, 
 ଵ, ଶ, …, ୬H, where H is the header of the table T, 
 ଵ, ଶ, …, ୬{ ’ASC’, ’DESC’ }, 
 ୧ – the attributes of T which determines the ordering sequence in the returned array,  
 ୧ – the ordering direction (ascending/descending) for the attribute ୧. 
 
There are two important notes related to the T2A operator:  
1. The T2A conversion operator returns a set of arrays. The cardinality of this set is determined by the specified 
ordering criteria, and it can take a value from 1 to (T)!. At implementation, there is always a possibility to 
reduce to 1 this value, using the physical order of the tuples in T. 
2. In practice, for the SAME_TUPLE option, if there exist a candidate key specified for Sଶ(଴) and for T, 
respectively, it could be useful to be able to search in T the tuple with the same value of the common candidate 
key as the current tuple of ଴, and to set the cursor of AR on it, even if there is no match for some other 
attributes of the respective tuples. 
4. Conclusions 
In this paper we provide a formal definition for the first two elements of a presentation-purpose logical data 
model:  
x The array, the unique (essential) data structure of the model, which is basically an ordered table (relation) with a 
current element; 
x  A set of specific operators, which, together with the relational algebra, provide the means for data manipulation 
(including CRUD – create, retrieve, update, delete operations) and integrity constraint specification. 
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To be complete, the proposed data model should provide a way to specify type constraints, attribute constraints, 
array constraints, user view constraints, as well as transition constraints, which ensure the consistent transition of the 
entire system (i.e., the user view and the community view) from a valid state to another. Our current work 
concentrates on integrity constraints specification and implementation, since there are the key for the system 
automation and for the declarative development of the user views – our research’s main goals.  
Possible applications of our data model span the entire industry of business application development:  
x Application development can be done declaratively, and the implementation entirely automated; 
x DBMSs can integrate the whole application, including the presentation logic (while the presentation metadata can 
reside in a system repository, like in the case of the SQL schema); 
x Having a formal specification at the logical level, the presentation rules can be expressed and automatically 
enforced by any rule engine [1], like the other database and application rules. 
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